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From 19 to 28 September 2017, 13 companies participated in the Logistics & Fintech Erasmus 

Challenge to learn more about new business opportunities in logistics & fintech. They tapped into the 

knowledge and creativity of 70 MSc students from Rotterdam School of Management of the Erasmus 

University. In a pressure cooker setting in the short timeframe of two weeks, the students generated 

market insights and new solutions for the companies’ challenges.

Company participants included:

• Fintech companies that want to explore or enter the logistics market with their solution. 

• Logistics service companies that are interested in optimising their processes with digital solutions 

or finance their business. 

• ICT companies active in the logistics sector and curious how they can add payment, data or 

finance services to create value and reduce the need for working capital of their customers.

This report gathers a selection of the solutions resulting from the Logistics & Fintech Erasmus 

Challenge to provide inspiration to likewise curious companies to grab opportunities in fintech & 

logistics.

The Challenge was part of the Logistics & Fintech Programme: Holland Fintech and Dinalog 

together with partners share knowledge and seek collaboration throughout the logistics value chain. 

The programme aims to contribute to sustainable, collective solutions that support the continued 

development and application of fintech in logistics. The Logistics & Fintech Erasmus Challenge has 

been realised by the Erasmus Centre of Entrepreneurship together with Dinalog.
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Challenge Bun.Run 1 
 

Company description 
Bun.Run is enabling anyone to deliver anything at any time. Focusing solely on the first- & last 
mile within urban areas. Via the Bun.Run platform it's easier than ever to request a local nearby 
Runner and/or any local product on demand. 
 
Site: http://www.Bun.Run 
Challenge contact person: Martijn Lukaart  
Email: martijn@bun.run 
Phone number: 06-16080709 
 

Challenge description 
 
What financial incentives can we incorporate into our proposition to the consumer to influence 
their buying and delivery behavior in order to optimize my route planning? 

Student team summary solution 
In exploring the goals of the company and possibilities of offering financial incentives, this group 
found out that the company’s end goal is to increase drop density in order to increase the 
efficiency of the runners and the profitability of the business. 
They considered that the most ideal solution is to bundle orders in a way that customers share 
the delivery costs. In this manner, the question becomes how to motivate customers in the 
neighborhood of each other to buy similar products at similar times? 
The proposed solution is as following: launch a page in the app that demonstrates what is being 
delivered in the neighborhood so that customers would order the same products at the same 
timeslot. In doing so, two ideas were proposed to be implemented with such solution 
1-      Integrating timeslots in the notification of decreased delivery prices in a certain 
neighborhood at a certain date 
2-      Inspiring people with discounts and recipes that include discounted products in order to 
attract more people to buy the same products at the same time. 
The solutions is based on these assumptions: 
1-      we assumed that lowering the delivery price will increase the customer’s willingness to 
order products in certain timeslots. 
2-      We assumed that increasing the profit margin for runners if they deliver more orders in one 
run will increase runners’ willingness to accept higher drop densities. 
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Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall feeling of the program as experienced by Martijn, is a positive one. Bun.Run was the 
only company who had two groups working on two different challenges. This was the first time 
that Bun.Run participated in a challenge like this, and as such did not know what to expect 
upfront.  
 
It was felt that a stronger briefing could have been  written for the participants, however the 
experience learned that the students were very flexible and easy to work with. So eventually this 
was not a problem. As a personal reflection Martijn thought that with one of the groups he 
himself steered the group to much on the solution instead of the problem. He also expected to 
be challenged a bit more by the students with a tough line of questioning. Furthermore what was 
great about the experience was the opportunity to actually sit down face to face with the 
students to discuss the challenges and the solutions they came up with.  

One of the teams of Martijn provided him with some new ideas and insights while the other team 
showed him more actual new opportunities. Overall the experience provided Martijn with some 
additional insights and fresh ideas, which he is now going to test and validate.  

 

Summary: 

+ Possibility to talk and brainstorm with the students face 2 face 
+ The low threshold of the University to provide the opportunity for students to work on real 

life business challenges like these  
- Because this was a new experienced, he was not sure what to expect upfront. So a point 

of approvement for Martijn would be to receive more information upfront, about what is 
expected from the students, and what their learning goals are for the course  

 

  
  

   



 

Challenge  Ebury (confidential  do not  publish) 

Company description 
 
Growing internationally can mean a world of complexity for your business, but it doesn’t have to 
be that way. Ebury helps eliminate boundaries with: – Financial services that are normally 
reserved for large companies – Business funding for your supply chain – Tailored currency 
services – Our vast global network and all our expertise 
 
Site: http://www.Ebury.nl 
Challenge contact person: Pim de Jong 
Email: pim.dejong@ebury.com 
Phone number: 020-2170810 

Challenge description 

Ebury’s has an extensive product portfolio in financial services; What should Ebury’s proposition 
be for the logistics sector? (What type of logistics companies are most relevant to target, what 
are their specific needs to be fulfilled, and what channels or platforms to use in order for Ebury 
to become an integral part of the logistics ecosystem?) 

Student team summary solution 
In conducting a desk research, the group found two main findings about developments of the 
logistic and fintech sectors separately, as well as on the interactions between these sectors. 
Based on these insights, the group argued that through delivering customer-tailored solutions, 
fintech firms can transform the financial processes in the logistics industry and are lively to 
enhance efficiency and transparency in the industry. 
Solution: 
What type of logistics companies are most relevant to target? 

- SME’s in the logistic sector 
What are their needs? 
1-    Efficient financial tracking in order to properly manage the cash inflows and outflows 
2-    Ability to gain short term loans. 
What channels or platform to use in order for Ebury to become an integral part of the logistics 
ecosystem?) 
-       Partnering with investors 
-       Engage in win-win partnerships with local financial advisors that are in contact with SME’s in 
the logistic sector. While this allows Ebury to get a new channel for attracting new customers, 
financial advisors would be also able to get access to Ebury’s online financial management 
platform 
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-       Get support from Ebury’s advisory experts 
  

Feedback challenge owner 
 
 The overall feeling during the programme as experienced by Pim was a bit disappointed. 
However he stated that his early expectations might have been to high. Unfortunately Pim was 
not able to give any additional comment on his feedback due to December occupations at work.  
 
The main disappointment for Pim was the quality of the presentation given to him. He had a 
conference call with the team beforehand in which he gave full disclosure on the problems they 
encounter and the solutions they are pursuing. However the things presented back to were on 
the amateuristic side and not of the level one might expect from University students.  
 
The report received from the students was of a much better quality than expected and was 
cause for a positive surprise.  
 
The main point of feedback was that if companies are asked to invest time, than it should be 
made sure that their time is spent well, when dropping in.  
 
Summary:  

+ Report was good 
- Presentation was of poor quality 

  

   



 

Challenge  Ilips 
Company description 
 
ilips develops an online platform for building logistics to optimize the processes by better 
coordination of trucks, the use of a logistic consolidation center or the automation of 
emission-registration. 
 
Site: http://www.ilips.nl 
Challenge contact person: Niels Wesbeek 
Email: n.wesbeek@ilips.nl 
Phone number: 06- 42161311 

Challenge description 
 
ilips is currently used by the large building companies, and has a complicated contracting and 
invoicing process. ilips assumes this is too complicated for SMEs. What use and transaction 
settlement procedures are suitable for SMEs? What can we learn from the fintech solutions to 
facilitate smaller transactions? (Including who is the customer; project leader for logistics and 
payments, what would be the financial business proposition, what is technically required for 
implementation?) 

Student team summary solution 

After conducting interviews with experts and potential customers, this group constructed the 
idea of developing a Lite version of Ilips platform. Upon understanding the specific needs of 
SME’s, this group also sought to add a cost saving module that can directly show how much 
cost SME’s can save, how much efficiency they improve. 
 
This idea is based on the following main assumptions: 
1) SME users would like using a mobile app version 
2) cost saving overviews can incentivize SMEs 
3) efficiency and cost can be measured and well presented in this platform 
4) SMEs are easy to approach 
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Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall feeling during the programme as experienced by Niels is a very positive one. He 
invested quite some time to see the students in person, since this tends to work better than 
communicating by phone. He was very happy with the attitude of the students, their capacity to 
think broad, how they handled the challenge and what they did with his feedback. He really had 
the feeling that he was not in it on his own. Also did he see improvements in between the 
various conversations, which was also to his delight. 

Regarding the marketplace he liked to be able to see what other companies in his branch were 
coping with. He also got some new clients and the demo the students made is something that 
he can use 1 on 1 in his sales talks to let people show where their product is going.  

Some remarks on the experience are that Niels did not know that the course had an 
international orientation and since the Dutch construction market is mostly Dutch focussed, it 
took some more time to find partners which the students could talk with. 

Also was the timespan of the project short. The pressure cooker type course works really well 
for students, however for corporations it is on the short side.  

Summary: 

+ Proactive group which showed improvement as the project progressed 
+ Got new clients 
+ Got a workable demo out of the experience 
- International setting was a surprise 
- Short timespan on the project 

  

   



 

Challenge  Synple 
Company description 
 
Collaboration Platform between Road Transport Organization. 
 
Site: https://synple.eu 
Challenge contact person: Machiel Resink 
Email: machiel.resink@synple.eu 
Phone number: 06-81202761 

Challenge description 
 
Please review the (financial) chain between transporters, the handover moment, the financial 
payload size, and the potential deal size for factoring between horizontal collaboration partners 
in transport. Also non-financial conditions should be taken into account (e.g. what are legal 
barriers, or industry specific boundary conditions, or blocking barriers to overcome). Define an 
operational model and estimate the business case to build such a fintech collaboration model 
between transport organizations. 
 

Student team summary solution 
This team researched a business opportunity for Synoke that lies in the intersection of fintecht 
and logistics. The goal is to increase Synple’s customer base and to create a new stream of 
revenue.  
Their recommendations are a startup to incorporate a factoring service through a partnership 
with a fintech company. In addition, they propose the creation of an ecosystem to overcome the 
limitations of trust and system compatibility among different stakeholders.  
Taking this into account, their proposed idea is creating an ecosystem with factoring service. 
Conceptually, the idea would offer a financial solution to the pains associated with the payment 
gap in the transaction stage for both customer segments of Synple. Furthermore, the features of 
the ecosystem would increase the attractiveness of the platform itself, since they would help to 
establish the trust between potential business partners. 
Next steps: 
To turn the proposed concept into a minimum viable product and to reduce some key 
uncertainties, they suggest Synple to follow the next few steps.  

- Listen to current customers to specify how desirable the proposed idea is 
- Talk to IT professionals to arrive at a better estimation of the costs of developing, 

maintaining and managing the ecosystem 
- Approach potential factoring partners to negotiate a prospective profit distribution 
- Build the ecosystem, launch the factoring service through the platform and expand its 

user base to build a network effect.  
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The team expects that Synple’s ecosystem with factoring service will deliver long-term value to 
its customers, who will enjoy pure profit, every mile. 
 

Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall feeling for Machiel regarding the experience was not positive nor negative. Due to a 
mistake made by ECE the group of Synple got the wrong challenge to prepare for their first 
point of contact. This was not found out until the end of the talk, which meant that some 
confusion had already taken place and the Synple group started with a set back. 
 
Furthermore did the students mostly did their own thing and there was not much interaction with 
him and the group. He had expected more interaction. Although the students did not come with 
something immediately applicable, however this was not expected. He did like the way they 
made a story out of it and the work they delivered was of a good quality as well.  
 
He liked the pressure cooker style in which the course was given, only it may have been a bit on 
the short side. He would have liked to have more points of contacts with his group. Especially 
since they came up with a large literature list, which he would have liked to be able to discuss 
with them. Main take away there is that he would like to know if next time it might be able to last 
a bit longer than 1 week.  
 
He would be interested in participating another time. 
 
Summary: 

+ Quality of the work delivered 
+ Literature list they provided 
- Mix up of the challenges 
- lack of feedback points 

 

  

   



 

Challenge  Boozt24 

Company description 
 
Boozt24 is a company which finances working capital based on existing business and client 
relationships. If a company is in need for working capital, they can offer the invoices they send 
to their clients to Boozt24. Boozt24 directly pays the invoice and will receive the payment 
immediately after a client makes his payment. Boozt24 minimizes the risk on non-paying clients 
by gaining insight in the approval of the invoice by the client by means of a smart ICT platform. 
Therewith, they can pay the company more than regular financers, like banks. 
 
Site: http://www.boozt24.com 
Challenge contact person: Florus van Herpt 
Email: florus.van.herpt@boozt24.com 
Phone number: 06-14193277 

Challenge description 
 
Boozt24 finances working capital based on existing business and client relationships. Boozt24 
would like to expand its client base into the logistics market. A relevant question is to identify 
(SME) logistics companies in the supply chain who suffer from liquidity issues resulting from 
trapped cash in outstanding invoices. How can a fintech platform like the one Boozt24 uses, be 
integrated in the order-to-cash process and release trapped cash for the SME in the logistics 
sector? 

Student team summary solution 
While the broader question involved with understanding whether the existing value proposition 
can be applicable to SME’s, findings from interviews and desk research showed the following 
solutions 
Solution: 
1     Provide intervention for the marketing and pricing strategy. 
2     Due to the unstable flow of work that forces SME’s to team up sporadically and place bids for 
bigger projects, create job-to-be-done that enable employees to project-specific teams of small 
logistic companies that would be able to bid for transportation assignments of bigger 
companies. 
3     Boozt24 could offer both the software and the management of the invoices in a competitive 
product. 
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Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall feelings of Florus regarding the experience were good. He thought it was well 
organised, with bright students, in an exercise which could close the gap between theory and 
practise.  
 
He was satisfied with the contact points he had with his group. It was possible for them to call 
him with questions or when they were in need of feedback, and this is an offer the made use of.  

Regarding the case and the solution the students provided. He thought that the solution would 
be more in aligned with the case he provided. However the case might have been to much from 
a financial point of view than a logistical one. The students work did provide a nice overview of 
the population in the sector which is helpful to use in further investigations.  

Summary: 

+ Contact points 
+ Interaction with the group 
+ Population overview the students made 
- The answer provided could have been more aligned with the case given  

  

   



 

 

Challenge  Exact 

Company description 
 
Exact is in the top 3 of the world's Cloud based accounting and ERP solution providers. Started 
30 years ago in Delft and now present in over 100 countries, serving over 350.000 companies. 
The Exact HQ is situated in Delft and employs nearly 600 Tech Curious people, a third of our 
worldwide staff. 
 
Site: http://www.exact.com 
Challenge contact person: Erich Schnoeckel 
Email: erich.schnoeckel@exact.com 
Phone number: (065) 522-2427 

Challenge description 
 
Based on information stored in the ERP systems certain reputation can be derived, on price, 
delivery, quality, invoices send, payment behavior, etc. How can fintech solutions contribute to 
creating certainty on some information regarding identity and the (internal) mandate and roles in 
the process to improve the value proposition of the trade finance solute on? 

Student team summary solution 
This team conducted desk research to find out the recent developments in fintech, logistics as 
well as the intersection between them. After the desk research they conducted interviews to find 
out if they were looking for the right customers and if the customers were looking for their 
solution. 
Which resulted in the following solution: implement new functionalities in the delivery 
personnel’s electronic system that reminds them to take a picture of the parcels before handing 
it over to the customer 
This is based on the following assumptions: 

- Companies operating in the logistics industry value increased transparency and need 
exact information about the condition of their deliveries 

- Truck drivers are able to handle an additional task and can take pictures of each parcel 
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Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall feeling of Erich regarding the experience is very positive. He was impressed by the 
amount of information the students were able to absorb, group and present back. He was also 
pleased to experience true interest in researching the feasibility of the adaptation of new 
technologies from the students. Also was it nice to have unprejudiced minds looking at the topic 
from a different perspective.  
 
The students did not present new insights or ideas back to the company, but this was also not 
expected, due to the amount of information they received from the conversations with Erich and 
other colleagues. However the grouping the students did was valuable, since this can be 
compared with the grouping that has already been done by Exact. The final conclusions of the 
students was also more of a confirmation that the steps that Exact has taken, were in the right 
direction.  
 
Some points of improvement mentioned by Erich was that he would have liked to have more 
time before the challenge started. Also did he wonder where the students might have gotten, if 
they had two more weeks to explore the topic.  
 
Summary: 

+ Amount of information processed by the students 
+ The grouping done by the students 
+ the conclusions made by the students 
+ The ability to work on a project base with the students and the ability to discuss their 

progress. 
- Time before the challenge was a bit short 
- The timespan of the challenge could have been longer as well  

   



 

 

Challenge  Stockspots 
Company description 
 
Stockspots: Flexible, efficient and durable. That is the idea of Stockspots. Find a location for 
your overflow without long-term, complicated contracts. The Stockspots platform brings together 
supply and demand, making warehousing even more sustainable. RESIDUAL CAPACITY: With 
on-demand warehousing, you can also make temporary residual capacity in your warehouse 
profitable. Simply and quickly. A clear management system gives your insight and grip on your 
warehouse and orders. OVERFLOW CAPACITY: Without complicated long-term contracts, this 
is a good solution for overflow. Near the own warehouse or just in a strategic location? 
Stockspots is a marketplace that not only supplies warehouse space, but also the fulfilment 
service. Modern technologies enable you to understand and control your goods and shipments 
through a cloud-based platform. SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY WITH ON-DEMAND 
WAREHOUSING: The sharing economy has been on the rise for years: not only do you save 
big investments, but it is also more sustainable. Stockspots not only helps maximize warehouse 
efficiency, but also the flexibility to choose a location that is strategically close to your customers 
contributes to a sustainable sector. 
 
Site: http://stockspots.eu/  
Challenge contact person: Coen de Lange 
Email: coen@stockspots.eu  
Phone number: (065) 359-3949  

Challenge description 
 
In the Stockspots business, shippers are invoiced per week, location owners can invoice 
Stockspots on a monthly basis. The challenge for Stockspots is remaining a positive cashflow 
position, especially when shippers would pay late. Are there fintech solutions to reduce this 
financial risk? 

Student team summary solution 
This team defined a solution as one which can be implemented to solve the cash flow problem 
without incurring considerable additional costs.  
The team’s solution is a smart contract. These smart contracts are triggered when a reservation 
is accepted in the system. The main value created for stockspots’ customers (shippers) and 
suppliers (warehouses) is the fact that their administration is simplified. They do not have to 
process invoices manually anymore, but they are automatically paid after a specified 
time-period. Therefore, Stockspots can invoice their customers more often, so as to receive their 
cash earlier. Furthermore, because the payments are connected to the blockchain, delays in 
payment will no longer occur. The simpler solution allows stockspots to invoice shipper weekly 
instead of monthly. Thanks to this system, Stockspots will not have to rely on short term loans to 
overcome deficits in its cash flow. 
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The smart contract’s proposition fulfills the needs of warehouse owners to be paid upfront and 
to have their warehouse space used optimally while also satisfying shippers’ desire to pay as 
late as possible. Our solution is also likely to be appealing (although to a lesser extent) in that, 
by automating the invoicing and payments process, it hugely simplifies administration relative to 
the available alternatives for both shippers and warehouse owners. 

Feedback challenge owner 
 
Unfortunately we were not able get in touch with Coen, nor has he filled in our online survey. So 
we do not know how the experience has been for him.  
  

   



 

Challenge  TLN 
Company description 
 
TLN is the Dutch Association for Transport and Logistics. 
 
Site: https://www.tln.nl/about-tln 
Challenge contact person: Christiaan van der Luik  
Email: cvluik@tln.nl  
Phone number: 0 65 364-3861 

Challenge description 
 
How can the proposition of the digital freight order platform Transfollow be enhanced (or 
combined) with fintech solutions into a viable business proposition for the logistics companies? 

Student team summary solution 
This team made, based on their research process and findings, three main preliminary 
conclusions as they relate to TransFollow and innovation in the field of FinTech. 
 
Their three preliminary conclusions are that: 

1. Adoption of TransFollow will most likely grow fast in the coming years, as the e-CMR 
platform is adopted by more countries and TransFollow is a pioneer in a technology 
highly useful for logistics firms, making this development a natural progression in the 
industry. 

2. TransFollow is and will be in a unique position to provide or at least enable data- and 
analytics-based services to the logistics sector based on its unique and valuable 
datasets. 

3. While FinTech solutions may potentially be interesting for TransFollow to add to its 
service at some point in the future, currently these solutions synergize poorly and do not 
address the most urgent customer jobs. 

 
Their proposed solution is: the TransFollow Data Service. This solution logs data from 
transported goods, proceeds data and provides them to settle disputes and processes data to 
advise companies on partners and routes to become more efficient. The main values this 
solution delivers are as following: 

- Provide data processing based on the data logged in the TransFollow platform 
- The data can be processed to give insight in delays and damages of goods to settle 

disputes 
- The data can be used to provide companies with advice which transport companies to 

work together with because of their delivery speed and quality 
- The data can five companies insight into bottlenecks in the supply chain and help them 

increase their efficiency  
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Feedback challenge owner 
 
 
The overall feeling of Christiaan regarding the challenge is a bit mixed. Christiaan took over this 
assignment from his colleague rather late in the process and was not to aware about the 
challenge posted. Also was he not able to give the students client contact details for them to use 
during the challenge.  
 
The results that the students delivered was great and the solution might even be usable. The 
time and energy the students put into the project was received positively, as well their creativity 
in tackling the challenge. The students recognised correctly that the main focus of Transfollow 
should not shift from gaining traction to expanding the product. And the idea of a TF Data 
service has been received as interesting since this opens up possibilities without changing the 
main focus of Transfollow.  
 
The internal communication of this challenge with the TLN colleagues of Transfollow could have 
been optimized. In hindsight it might have been better for Transfollow, instead of TLN, to have 
acted as the coach for the students.  
 
Summary: 

+ Got a potential usable solution out of it 
+ Good energy of the students in tackling the challenge 
- Internal communication could have been better 
- Christiaan was involved to late in the process due to a internal, last minute change  

  

   



 

Challenge  Sparkholder 
Company description 
 
Sparkholder provides banks, crowdfunding platforms and investors up-to-date insight in for 
example turnover and cashflow of entrepreneurs. These organisations often do not have update 
infomration available as e.g. annual reports are outdated. SMEs in their turn can improve their 
forcasts regarding liquidity and rentability based on the data in the dashboard. 
 
Site: https://loanstreet.nl/en_nl/ 
Challenge contact person: Sergio Torres 
Email: sergio@sparkholder.com  
Phone number: (064) 151-3130  

Challenge description 
 
Sparkholder provides banks, crowdfunding platforms and investors up-to-date insight in for 
example turnover and cashflow of entrepreneurs. Large logistics companies often use small 
logistics companies for e.g. transports and do not know their financial stability (and their cash 
flow position), creating uncertainty in the supply chain. How can the Sparkholder platform play a 
role with information regarding these SMEs and improve supply chain relationships? 

Student team summary solution 
This team designed a solution through which SME suppliers lacking sufficient working capital to 
make their desired investments can secure financing through nontraditional channels by 
connecting to larger, compatible, and financially secure buyers within the same supply chain.  
 
The solution works as following: 

- Envision resembles Sparkholder’s current business model: large buyers and SME 
suppliers enter their financial information into Sparkholder’s system.  

- Both participating parties have access to assessments of each other’s creditworthiness 
based on real-time accounting information. This service is particularly valuable for SMEs, 
as their creditworthiness is often assessed using incomplete or outdated financial 
information 

- SME suppliers enter information into Sparkholder describing the size and type of 
investment for which they are seeking financial help, in addition to information that 
defines what business segment they operate in. Large buyers also enter information 
pertaining to the size and type of investment they would be willing and able to help 
finance, as well as the same sort of business segment-related information that SME 
suppliers inputted. 

- With all of this information submitted into Sparkholder’s system, it is then aggregated 
and used to calculate metrics with which SME suppliers can be matched to large buyers. 
More specifically, Sparkholder’s algorithm calculates the creditworthiness of a firm, and 
then matches SME suppliers with large buyers based on the compatibility of their stated 
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investment criteria, the compatibility of their business functions, and their 
creditworthiness.  

- Once a match is made between an SME supplier and large buyer, a mutually agreeable 
transaction is automatically structured whereby the large buyer provides capital to 
finance the SME supplier’s desired investment. In return – and this is why the 
business-function related information is important – SME suppliers provide a 
service/product needed by their large buyer financier at a discount for a fixed period of 
time until the buyer recuperates the cost of their investment plus a premium based on 
the SME supplier’s risk. 

Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall experience by Sergio has been regarded as good. However since it was the first 
time for Sparkholder to participate in a project like this is was hard to manage their expectations 
upfront.  
 
The hopes of Sergio were that the students would have gathered more insights/ came up with 
new ideas, based on young and innovative technologies. Unfortunately these hopes were not 
matched with what the students delivered. Also where the conversation he had with the 
students not completely satisfactory.  In these conversations he had hoped for more interaction, 
however the students were too eager in taking over his ideas and insights, instead of using what 
they would have learned at University. In the end students did not deliver new insights for 
Stockholder 
 
Sergio’s advise is that the students already cover the subjects during their lectures and so 
increase their ability to come up with creative solutions/ insights. 

Summary: 

+ Better know what to expect next time 
- No new insights were gathered 
- Creativity of the students was missed 

  

   



 

Challenge  Flinqer -  CONFIDENTIAL (don’t  publish) 
Company description 
 
Cashflows have to become more efficient. With Flinqer this is possible. Together with your 
business partners you make sure that the money will end up in the right place, at the right time. 
Without any bank interfering. 
 
A win-win situation is created where both suppliers and buyers are better off by working 
together. Cash flows faster through the supply chain, which improves working capital, and 
makes the supply chain stronger. 
 
Suppliers get the means to set their cash flows in detail and, if necessary, adjust via Early 
Payment. Buyers lower the risk of the Supply Chain in a secure way and receive healthy returns 
on cash at the same time.  
 
Site: https://www.flinqer.com/  
Challenge contact person: Bram Hulshof 
Email: bram.hulshof@flinqer.com 
Phone number: (316) 533-90015 

Challenge description 
 
What are the possibilities for Flinqer to become a financial solution provider for the logistic 
sector by adding financial solutions to the LSP’s proposition? (what solutions are now available, 
what are viable data streams in the supply chains the logistics service provider can use for the 
fintech proposition to be developed, how can Flinqer successfully market the business 
proposition at the right level to the logistics sector?) 

Student team summary solution 
The solution of this team can be summarized as “ developing a customized invoice 
management system by licensing the core software from a third party expert in invoice 
management in order to facilitate better cash flow and working capital for the logistics 
company”. This solution attacks the two biggest pains - the chaotic as well as archaic invoice 
management systems, and availability of working capital - that currently plague the logistics 
sector. 
 
This proposed idea fits well with Flinqer’s current position as well as the market environment as 
Flinqer does not have the expertise or resources required to develop such an invoice 
management system in a short time, and there are many players in the market who specialize in 
providing digitized invoice management systems. So the licensing proposal fits correctly with the 
above mentioned hindrances and gives Flinqer an opportunity to materialize this idea in a swift 
manner for a leg-up in the market. 
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This idea is based on these main assumptions: 
- The logistic companies and buyers are ready to forego legacy invoice management 

systems 
- The new idea is financially feasible 
- The discount is more valuable to the buyers than the longer payment terms 
- Complexity of the buyer-supplier web can be managed 

 

Feedback challenge owner 
 
 
The overall experience from Bram regarding the students challenge was not a positive one. The 
main note was that the time the students had to get to know two new broad areas and come up 
with new insights and ideas, was to short. Due to this shortage of time the students were not 
able to receive the support and resources needed to make the challenge a success. According 
to Bram the challenge had more the feel of a ‘werkcollege’ with a focus on analytical thinking 
than conjuring innovative solutions.  
 
Furthermore did the group of Bram has some internal difficulties regarding collaboration, 
something which is to be expected in student workgroups, but for which was no time left to 
solve. Also was there a lack of communication between the group and Bram.  
 
Lastly did Bram mentioned it would have been better if there were more coaches who could 
have supported the students content wise, give some more in depth feedback on the world of 
logistics.  
 
Summary: 

- Timespan for the  course is to short 
- The amount of coaching should have been better  
- Felt to much like a dialogue course, than actually trying to come up with new innovations 

   



 

Challenge  TVM 
Company description 
 
Insurance company for road transport and inland shipping 
 
Site: http://www.tvm.nl  
Challenge contact person: Joost Sterenborg 
Email: j.sterenborg@tvm.nl 
Phone number: (065) 134-3618 

Challenge description 
 

TVM is a large insurance company for road transport and inland shipping. More and more 
real-time data becomes available in logistics processes. This data gives stakeholders like 
transportation companies, shippers and insurers the opportunity to make better risk estimations. 
Insurers can use the data for fraud detection and risk management, determine other premium 
variables, variable calculation of premiums, reward prevention or good behaviour, etc. But the 
data providers require a financial advantage, e.g. lower premiums for providing the data to 
insurers and the costs of data collection and data analysis are high.  

o   What is a viable business proposition is risk management, etc. that will provide an incentive 
to logistics organisations to share their data with fintech/ insurance companies and what 
additional insights and benefits can TVM generate from these data? 

Student team summary solution 
This team conducted desk research and interviews with truck drivers and industry experts. This 
resulted in the solution: Trucker League™. This is an application that lets drivers track their safe 
driving performance and compete with other drivers to win rewards. The value proposition is 
based on gamification and delivers value through an app that evaluates the safety of driving 
behaviour and rewards it accordingly. The functional product services of Trucker League™ 
include a personal profile for each driver, with a performance overview on several safety criteria. 
Furthermore, drivers compete amongst each other and in groups for the top spot on the 
leaderboard. Winners earn monetary rewards based on their performance.  
 
Concrete next steps: 
1. Build an offline Trucker League TM and apply build-measure-learn. 
2. Consult with technical experts concerning data collection. 
3. Measure and verify the reduction in premiums and damage claims. 
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Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall feeling of Joost regarding the challenge is a mixed one. The work that the students 
had to do within the short time period, was a lot and the ideas with which they came were 
creative for the short timespan they had. However the actual solutions they came up with were 
not meeting the expectation of TVM.  

The Two solutions the students came up with were already existing and therefore not very 
exciting for TVM. Although this is something to be expected in a challenge with such a short 
timespan.  

The communication from ECE was also in need of improvement. According to Joost the 
communication was late and at times unclear. Because of this, the involvement from TVM with 
this project was not what he had expected it to be.  

Summary: 

+ The work the students did was okay considering the time they had for it 
- The communication from the ECE could have been better 
- The solution with which the students came was not satisfactory 

  

   



 

Challenge  Route42 
Company description 
 
Route42 is a young and dynamic company. We develop smart solutions using technology 
combined with ICT in order to maintain the automotive market, making costs more efficient and 
safer. Due to the unique combination of advanced engine knowledge and ICT expertise, we not 
only provide interesting insights, but we continue to achieve active solutions. 
 
Site: http://route42.nl/ 
Challenge contact person: Max Zillinger 
Email: max.zillinger@route42.nl  
Phone number: (065) 108-9966  
 

Challenge description 
 
Route42 has installed many dataloggers in trucks and trailers. These are collecting a lot of data 
all across the entire fleet of means of transport. Route42 now offers a subscription model with 
the transporter. How can Route42 expand their business proposition and business model based 
on this data intelligence? E.g. sell driver performance data to insurers or use data to rental 
companies for pay-per-use propositions. 

Student team summary solution 
The solution of this team is an online database of real-time dashcam recordings, that can be 
used by the police, more specifically the criminal investigation department, to trace license 
plates. The dashcam recordings are provided by Route42, via trucks that are currently driving 
around with Route42’s hard- and software. Whenever the police is looking for a license plate, for 
example of a stolen car or a car that belongs to a criminal, it is able to get a list with details of all 
the times this license plated was identified by the dashcams. Besides information about the time 
of the recordings and the location where the car was seen, the police is also able to watch the 
recordings to get further insights about the number of passengers inside the car and the driving 
behavior of the driver. 
 
Because of legal constraints, our idea is currently only meant to be used by and sold to the 
government and law enforcement agencies. It helps this specific customer segment to get both 
functional jobs and social jobs done. From a functional perspective, the database will help 
parties such as the criminal investigation department of the police, secret service, and customs 
administration to trace people or stolen cars more quickly. From a social perspective, the 
database will ideally enhance (the feeling of) security in a country. 
 

Feedback challenge owner 
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The overall feelings of Max experienced regarding the challenge were not overly positive, but 
surely not negative. There were no real expectations made when entering the student 
challenge.  
 
It was found refreshing to get a new and different perspective on the challenge and to hear of 
other possibilities. No truly new insights were gathered by the students, however they did come 
up with some interesting ideas.  
 
Summary: 

+ Fresh perspective 
+ Interesting ideas 

 
 
 
Unfortunately we were not able to get a hold of Max to go more indepth into the answers he 
provided us within the survey.   

   



 

 

Challenge  InsurTech 
Company description 
 
Business opportunity in reducing the costs of disturbances 
An interesting area of opportunity is insurance. Typically, insurance is about managing and 
dividing risks across a large number of companies. In the logistics industry, cargo and 
equipment insurances are used by every logistics service provider and a large group of shippers 
(who are the owners of the goods transported).  Although, the costs of insurance premiums is 
not a significant part of the total costs of a logistics operation, there are significant benefits to 
both logistics service providers, shippers and customers of the goods who is expecting the 
delivery of the shipment. Any disturbance in the delivery process means that management 
attention is needed and resources are not used optimally. These costs of disturbances are 
generally not covered by insurance and are in many cases not very visible to all the actors in the 
logistics chain. 
 
The combination of Fintech technologies and logistics data makes to possible to identify more 
specifically, the risks related to a specific shipment moving through a particular area of a vehicle 
parked that a specific location. More detailed and actual (up to last 24 hours) information on 
thefts, damages, etc. provides information that allows planners and drivers to reduce risks 
instead of managing the financial impact. This means that information from a variety of relevant 
sources (insurance companies, police, etc.) could be combined with data from logistics 
companies (shipments, routes, etc). For each shipment, route, area or parking space the 
manager, planner and drivers are informed about the relevant risks and adequate measures. 
All specific details (type of cargo, timing during the day of week, specific area/roads, make of 
vehicle or trailer, etc. could be taken into account. Ultimately, if managers, planners and drivers 
can be rewarded for risk-evasive behaviour the adoption of a new type of service can be 
stimulated. 
 
Site: - 
Challenge contact person: Thierry Verduijn 
Email: thierry.verduijn@flowinnovation.nl 
Phone number: 06-50891969 
 

Challenge description 

Develop and introduce the new Insurtech-service for logistics service providers and shippers 
that takes advantages reduces the cost of disturbance in the supply chain. 
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Student team summary solution 
 
The proposed idea of the team of an insurance service system aims at disrupting the traditional 
way logistical customers pay for insuring the transfer of goods from one point to another. The 
idea is simple. By using an easy to use navigation system installed in transport vehicles, drivers 
would be able to select from a choice of routes, the route with the least risk or disturbance. Risk 
predictions will be made on the basis of real time data gathered from various sources and 
catering to different aspects like driver behaviour, traffic situation, weather forecast and theft 
history. The insurance price will be calculated based on the route the driver decided to take, the 
riskier the route the higher the price per mile of insurance. 
The value proposition canvas provided the perfect starting platform in assessing the given 
problem scenario and coming up with a solution idea. The customer jobs section comprised of 
the very basic task the logistical companies want to complete, transport goods from one point to 
another. As the goods carried are of high value, they are also ready to pay an insurance fee to 
safeguard the value being carried. Through initial online research and enquiries with local 
logistic companies, it was established that route disturbances during transport were hindering 
the quality of service they intended to provide to their customers and was a major pain area. It 
was also assumed that the price of insurance was a problem, especially for small scale logistical 
companies with fewer vehicles and customers. Finally, the gains from any solution should have 
focused on providing a minimum risk commute at the most reasonable prices with minimum 
hassles to pay the insurance premium. 
 
 
 
  

   



 

 

Challenge  Bun.Run 2 
Company description 
 
Bun.Run is enabling anyone to deliver anything at any time. Focusing solely on the first- & last 
mile within urban areas. Via the Bun.Run platform it's easier than ever to request a local nearby 
Runner and/or any local product on demand. 
 
Site: http://www.Bun.Run 
Challenge contact person: Martijn Lukaart  
Email: martijn@bun.run 
Phone number: 06-16080709 

Challenge description 
How can we develop a better payment proposition for the end-user and our runners with fintech 
solutions? 

Student team summary solution 
Based on understanding the key issue that involves non-partner stores and refunds, Group 14 
approached the challenge by seeking to find a solution for arranging cash flows legally whilst 
ensuring a scalable and profitable value proposition. In developing solutions for the company, 
Group 14 sought to clearly understand the company through interviewing the company coach 
Mr. Lukaart. 
The solution they developed is called ‘Pay on Delivery’. 
The Idea: 
-          The end-user pays for the delivery at the point of placing the order online, a third party (a 
payment service provider with whom Bun.Run has a relationship) splits this between Bun.Run 
(platform fees) and the runner (their wage for carrying out the delivery). The end-user is given 
an estimated cost of the item before agreeing to the order. The runner purchases the item in the 
store using their personal funds. On delivery of the item, the end-user pays the runner for the 
item. 
-           The end-user places the order and is given a specific cost of delivery and an estimated 
cost of the item. The runner purchases the item and delivers it. On delivery, the end-user pays 
for both the item and the delivery. The money goes directly to a third party who splits the 
payment between Bun.Run (platform fees) and the runner (the cost of the item and their wage 
for carrying out the delivery). 
-          In this context, Group 14 proposed that Bun.Run invest in building software that will use Big 
Data to accurately estimate the price of items, presenting the customer with an estimated total 
and margins either side, which the customer must agree to when placing the order. 
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Feedback challenge owner 
 
The overall feeling of the program as experienced by Martijn, is a positive one. Bun.Run was the 
only company who had two groups working on two different challenges. This was the first time 
that Bun.Run participated in a challenge like this, and as such did not know what to expect 
upfront.  
 
It was felt that a stronger briefing could have been  written for the participants, however the 
experience learned that the students were very flexible and easy to work with. So eventually this 
was not a problem. As a personal reflection Martijn thought that with one of the groups he 
himself steered the group to much on the solution instead of the problem. He also expected to 
be challenged a bit more by the students with a tough line of questioning. Furthermore what was 
great about the experience was the opportunity to actually sit down face to face with the 
students to discuss the challenges and the solutions they came up with.  

One of the teams of Martijn provided him with some new ideas and insights while the other team 
showed him more actual new opportunities. Overall the experience provided Martijn with some 
additional insights and fresh ideas, which he is now going to test and validate.  

 

Summary: 

+ Possibility to talk and brainstorm with the students face 2 face 
+ The low threshold of the University to provide the opportunity for students to work on real 

life business challenges like these  
- Because this was a new experienced, he was not sure what to expect upfront. So a point 

of approvement for Martijn would be to receive more information upfront, about what is 
expected from the students, and what their learning goals are for the course  
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